
vides insights into relationships between feminine fashion 
and other aspects of material culture, for example, the 
manufacture of chairs without arms to accommodate the 
huge hooped skirts of the 1860s. 

The theme of this exhibit would be more explicit if the 
text placed greater emphasis on the influence of political, 
social, and economic factors upon fashion. Although the 
well-known influence of two world wars on women's work 
and apparel is referred to, additional factors ranging from 
the French Revolution to the bicycle fad of the 1890s 
might have been mentioned. Sayers stated that he ex
pected viewers to draw their own conclusions on women's 
social role as revealed in the construction of their under
wear. An illustrated lecture complementing the exhibit 
promised to explore this theme in more detail. 

Designer Mary Paddon altered an existing group of 
cases, whose mauve backgrounds are surprisingly warm 
and attractive, to produce an enclosed exhibit area. Most 
of the garments displayed are set off by plain black dress 
forms, but store display forms with interior light bulbs are 
used effectively to reveal the structure of "foundation gar
ments" of the 1950s. There is one major design flaw: a 
blind corner near the end of the exhibit leads the viewer to 
proceed directly from a case containing turn-of-the-cen-
tury undergarments to a case concerned with the 1950s. 
Not until later does one catch sight of a nook interpreting 
the intervening period. 

The rather conservative interpretation and design of 
this exhibit provide reliable historical information, and 
the low-key display is a visual relief for the visitor over
taxed by complex and dramatic presentations. The theme 
of the exhibit is thought provoking and has greater poten
tial than is tapped by the established information used in 
the text. The theme is not strongly stated, and one won
ders if the straightforward chronological approach taken 
would sustain the viewer's interest if the subject itself did 
not exercise a peculiar attraction. 

Marian Brown 

"The Comfortable Arts: Traditional Spinning and 
Weaving in Canada," National Gallery of Canada. Pre
pared by Dorothy K. Burnham. National Gallery of 
Canada, Ottawa, 24 October-22 November 1981. 
Catalogue. 

The roots of "The Comfortable Arts" can be traced back 
forty years to the donation of a coverlet to the Royal On
tario Museum. This seemingly mundane event marked a 

turning point for the Textile Department - it was the first 
coverlet woven in Canada that Dorothy Burnham had ever 
seen. The arrival of this artifact set in motion, slowly but 
surely, research into Canadian textile history. Burnham's 
role in these studies over the years has been a key one. The 
1972 publication of 'Keep Me Warm One Night' and the 
exhibit of the same name at the ROM are both testimony 
to her involvement in the field. Even though these two 
works broke new ground, they concentrated only on the 
Canada to the east of the Ontario-Manitoba border. Sev
eral years ago, Burnham contacted the National Gallery of 
Canada, suggesting that an exhibit be mounted that could 
survey the whole of the country and, more importantly, 
explore textiles on a new plane. No longer should textiles 
in museum collections be of historical interest alone, they 
should also be considered as art-forms in their own right. 
The National Gallery gave its encouragement, and "The 
Comfortable Arts" was finally realized. After Ottawa, it is 
scheduled to visit the MacDonald-Stewart Art Centre in 
Guelph, Ontario, from 16 January to 14 February 1982, 
the Norman Mackenzie Art Gallery in Regina, Saskatche
wan, from 6 March to 4 April and the Vancouver Centen
nial Museum from 24 April to 24 May. 

Burnham chose to structure the exhibit on the work of 
Canadian ethnic groups, and through this approach she 
was able to give it a general chronological dimension. The 
first section focuses on the native peoples, and begins with 
what seems to be a fur coat composed of rabbit pelts. In 
actual fact, the coat was produced from long strips of fur 
twisted into cords which were then looped to form a quite 
dense textile. This technique is well illustrated by a sim
ple schematic diagram accompanying the text of the dis
play. Similar small drawings were prepared for a number 
of artifacts in the collection and are much more effective 
than written descriptions alone in clarifying the making of 
the fabrics. Native textiles are further illustrated by snow-
shoes, bags, and a number of blankets. A series of woven 
and beaded belts forms the second section and creates a 
bridge to the next ethnic group, the French Canadians. 
The organization of the braided work into a separate sec
tion, however, seems unnecessary. There are numerous in
stances in which similar overlaps in textile techniques 
transcend ethnic lines, so this special grouping is not jus
tifiable. 

In the third section, French Canadian products are 
spotlighted. As with all the other groupings, there is no 
consideration of chronology within their arrangement. A 
number of coverlets of weft-loop or boutonné weaving, 
some skirts, shawls, and a man's work shirt make up the 
bulk of the French selection. One of the highlights here is 
a handwoven and hand-embroidered altar cloth, which is 
effectively mounted as the final piece. The Loyalist tradi
tions comprise the fourth section. Linens are displayed, as 
well as the predictable blue and white coverlets of summer 
and winter weave and doublecloth. The Scottish, Irish, 
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Fig. 1. Free doublecloth coverlet (length 2.17 m, width 2.09 
m), woven by John Campbell, from Komoka, near 
London. Ontario, ca. 1880. Collection: Centennial 
Museum, London, estate of Sarah Ann McBain. 
(Photo: National Gallery of Canada.) 

Irish, and English textiles follow. Again, coverlets 
abound. As in some of the other sections, a number of 
spinning and weaving tools are included here. Of particu
lar interest are two weavers' pattern draft, which are in
deed rare documents. The selection of clothing is particu
larly well chosen; a striking piece is the rough, bulky, 
girl's dress, noteworthy because so few are extant. The 
German section, the next area, is largely made up of cover
lets. Finally, the exhibit ends with a catch-all collection 
representing the multi-cultural traditions in western 
Canada. Attention focuses on Icelandic, Ukrainian, and 
Hutterite work. Of note is a tape for tying a baby, as well 
as more clothing, floor coverings, and blankets. The 
exhibit closes with a colourful, intricate Doukhobor 
woven rug. 

In terms of display methods, the exhibit is mounted 
with a certain eye for colour and texture. The coverlers, 
which in the Loyalist petiod were so often blue and white, 
have at least been chosen with a consideration for contrast
ing patterns. The question of colour is especially impor
tant in the Doukhobor selecrions. The bright hues here 
suggest a tremendous cultural distance between that 
group and rhe more staid Loyalists. Appreciation of tex
tures has also been well handled. The coverlets again lllus-
rrare this. They are not encased behind glass barriers, but 
instead are hung in tantalizing folds. The temptation to 
stretch out a hand and touch is almost too powerful to 
resist. Most laudable is the choice of textile products 
displayed. Bed and table coverings, sashes, and some 
srriking pieces of clothing make up the bulk of the exhibit 
and provide good variety in forms. The addirion of such 
artifacts as a hybrid Scottish-French horse blanket was a 
delightful inspirarion, even rhough it has been incorpo
rated incorrectly into the German textile section. The 
whole exhibit is arranged before a backdrop of simple 
wooden planking, which seems practical for dismantling 

and shipping to new display locations and helps to soften 
the stark white gallery walls. 

In spite of these commendable points, there are some 
flaws in the physical presentation of the exhibit. For 
instance, the sign that identifies the section dealing with 
Indian and French braiding is mounted on the far side of 
the wall on which the artifacts are displayed, and the wall 
itself is positioned in such a way that it is easy to miss the 
sign altogether. The identification of the French Canadian 

m 
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Fig. 2. Bead woven neck band (length 194 m, width 15 cm), 
woven by Crée, from Lake Athapapuskow on the Sas
katchewan-Manitoba border, ca. 1920. Collection: 
Museum of Natural History, Regina, 1085-6548; gift 
of Mrs. Lucy Baker. (Photo: National Gallery of 
Canada.) 
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section as the third division is then confusing. The linkage 
between other sections is also clumsy. The English and 
German traditions do not flow smoothly from one to the 
other, and in general more attention should have been 
paid to the ease of movement through the exhibit. There-
are also similar difficulties within each section. For exam
ple, Samuel Fry is mentioned several times before any 
basic biographical information on him is provided. In the 
last section, which deals with the "other" ethnic groups, 
some descriptions of Ukrainian artifacts are placed before 
the general commentary. To a visitor who is carefully fol
lowing the story-line of "The Comfortable Arts," this 
positioning is quite frustrating. 

In fact, the entire exhibit could be much improved with 
different display rechmques. Although Bumham's con
cept of the textile as both a functional object and an aes
thetically pleasing i reation is novel, the exhibit does not 
ditfer in appearance from a conventional historical survey 
of fabric development. Her message is apparent only in 
the text posted on the exhibit room walls and recorded in 
the catalogue and the fact that the building housing the 
display is an art gallery. Many of the artifacts are suitably 
presented tor the purposes of an informative textile collec
tion, but there is an overall lack of drama to transcend 
simple museum mechanics. One wonders if perhaps the 
exhibit should not have consisted of fewer artifacts, which 
could have been studied in greater isolation and discussed 
with more individual attention. This simple technique 
could have been copied from the normal approach of an art 
gallery, where art works are not gathered so closely to
gether, and it might have stimulated mote reflection on 
the part of the visitor. 

Finally, also to be questioned is the decision to omit the 
contemporary crafts revival in the context of" textile pro
duction. Burn ham does note that the intent of the exhibit 
was to locus on those materials produced in a pioneer 
society, where self-sufficiency was a necessity. Nonethe
less, the collection includes some artifacts that do nor 
seem to fit this criterion, for instance, handmade man's 
shirt made in rural Quebec circa 1900 and a sweater and 
bonnet from Alberta in the 1930s. In the case of the latter. 
the catalogue clearly states that the handspinning of the 
wool was done mote as a hobby than from necessity. In
deed, had some example of recent craftwork been incorpo
rated, they could have provided an eloquent contrast in vi
sual terms and underscored the fundamental shift in the 
significance of handwoven textiles in Canadian society. 
One must admit, however, that given the wide range of 
artifacts considered for this exhibit, there were good prac-
11< .il reasons tor the exclusion of recent work. 

The catalogue for "The Comfortable Arts" has much to 
offer both layman and researcher alike. It is clearly written 
and admirably illustrated. The diagrams of the structure 
of certain textiles that are so helpful in the exhibit ate in-

Fig. 3. Tapestry weave sofa cover (length 1.72 m, width .86 
mi. woven by Anna Hudyma, Rycroft, Alberta, < a 
1950. Collect inn: Mrs. Iillic Wieczorek. (Photo: Na
tional ( I.lllcTN III ( ..111.III.L. ) 

eluded along with the brief descriptions. The photographs 
have been well reproduced, and it is pleasing to see in the 
photographs of the clothing that it is placed on supports, 
as m the exhibit, to make its style more obvious. For those 
with more than a superficial interest m Canadian textile-
history, Burnham also includes a bibliography. The ,n 
quisition of the catalogue as a source-book and as a guide 
to an innovative project is recommended. 

In summary, "The Comfortable Arts," its short
comings notwithstanding, marks yet another promising 
development in the expanding horizons of Canadian mate
rial history. The perception of artifacts as indicators of a 
society's activities and aspirations has been reaffirmed. 
Burnham's own words provide a fitting comment on the 
significance of the exhibit. 



This ... collection has grown from my conviction that it 
is a miracle that native peoples, who roamed this often 
inhospitable land, and the wave after wave of newcomers 
who lui .une Canadians through difficult years ot settle
ment, not only survived, but survived with a very con
siderable margin of creative verve.... With any new ma
terial that came to hand, and with any skill that could be 
mastered, fabrics were created that reached beyond the 
simple need for warmth to satisfy the equally human 
need for something nice to feel and lovely to look at, lift
ing the practical skills of textile making to a simple but 
satisfyingly comfortable art. 

Anita Rush 

"Newfoundland Outport Furniture," Newfoundland 
Museum. Curator and designer: Walter W . Peddle. 
Newfoundland Museum, St. John's , June-October 1981. 
Brochure. 

The Newfoundland Museum has recently begun to 
experiment with a number of innovative concepts and 
approaches in presenting various aspects of Newfound
land's history and culture. Its current exhibit of handmade 
furniture from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 
designed by Walter W . Peddle, education officer and as
sociate curator of material history, presents the furniture's 
cultural importance from two points of view - its current 
role in Newfoundland outport homes and its potential use 
as a source of insight into the mental and material worlds 
of irs makers. ' Equipped with firsthand knowledge of 
local attitudes towards handmade furniture, he has en
deavoured ro present new ideas and perspecrives on it in 
ways which will be meaningful to local visitors. 

Fig. 1. Kitchen interior, showing early twent ieth-centun set
tle and newly modernized table (height 77 cm, width 
169.5 cm, depth 60 cm), both from Keels, Bonavista 
Bay. Private collection. (Photo by the author.) 

Fig. 2. Life-size replica of a household shed, containing several 
pieces of handmade furniture in storage. (Photo by the 
author.) 

Fig. 3. Left, early twentieth-century chair (height S 
width 40.5 cm, depth 40 cm) from Garnish, Burin 
Peninsula. Collection: Newfoundland Museum, tin-
catalogued. Right, Sheraton-style chair (height 86 
cm, width 52 cm, depth l l cm) from Cupids, 
Bonavista Bay, ca. 1840. Private collection. (Photo by 
the author. ) 

To this end he has arranged the furniture in both con
textual and abstracted settings within a single exhibit 
hall. A house interior and shed modelled closely upon 
those currently found in Keels, Bonavista Bay (where 
several of the pieces on display were made), provide a view 
of the furniture's "narural habitat." Here one can see its re
lationship to manufactured furnishings of various rypes 
and ages; to room sizes, shapes, and uses; and to the pil
lows, pictures, afghans, and knick-knacks that are part of 
its aesthetic and functional identity today (figs. 1 and 2). 
A central platform in the exhibit hall displays bureaux, 
chests of drawers, and chairs from several parts of the pro
vince, accompanied by text explaining the regional, indi
vidual, and internarional trairs that have influenced the 
construction and decoration of each piece (fig. 3). Along 
the wall opposite the house interior, a handmade lathe is 


